
where H'^Z) is of the form

H's^Z) = -=-r— v ' , V4_.
0 v z ' + 0 v _ j z • + ... + p0

Next we extract the term d0Z~l from eqn. 3 and write

where d0 = a\ b0 and

(3)

(4)

(5)

Finally we take the inverse of H'l^Z) and perform the division
at the same end:

1
= 1 +-T-

= 1+Z-1//.V_1(Z) (6)

Substituting eqns. 4 and 6 into eqn. 2 we arrive at

(7)
-° l+Z-'ff^Z)

The realisation of HN(Z) based on the above expansion is
shown in Fig. la. Repeating the above process, the complete
ladder realisation with 2N + 1 multipliers and 2N adders is
obtained.

X(Z)

X(Z) do

Fig. 1 Initial steps in the realisation ofH^Z)
a First method
b Second method

Second realisation method: This realisation is obtained by ex-
changing the order of the divisions. First we divide out the
term c0 = aSl'bs for eqn. 1 and write

= co (8)

where //'>•( Z) is of the form

bsZ
and

Next we extract the term d0 = a'N_JbN = (aN_1bN —
avbs_ j)/fev and write

where

z - v + 1 + q ; ; _ 2 z - v - 2 + ... + ao

(10)

(11)

Finally we take the inverse of H'^Z) and perform the division
at the same end:

(12)
H"S{Z) HS_,{Z)

Substituting eqns. 10 and 12 into eqn. 8 we arrive at

H.V(Z) - c0 (13)

The realisation of H^Z) using eqn. 13 is shown in Fig. Ib.
Repeating the process outlined a complete canonic ladder re-
alisation of Hff(Z) can be obtained containing 2N + 1 multi-
pliers and 2N adders.

Conclusion: The proposed canonic ladder realisations of IIR
digital filters preserve all the properties of those suggested by
Neuvo and Mitra,1 and are better than those for readability.
For example, in the first step of realisation we only need for
realisability b0 ^ 0 for the first method and bN ^ 0 for the
second method.
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ENTROPY-CODED HYBRID DIFFERENTIAL
PULSE-CODE MODULATION

Indexing terms: Image processing, Differential pulse-code mo-
dulation, Fuzzy sets

A hybrid differential pulse-code-modulation (DPCM) system
is presented to demonstrate the application of fuzzy set
theory in data compression. The system involves entropy
coding, Laplacian quantiser and fuzzy enhancement oper-
ations as applied on the DPCM signal. Saving of about 0-5
bit is found to be obtained when a DPCM signal is quan-
tised to 32-level, and then Huffman-coded.

(9) Introduction: In image data compression, one is concerned
with converting an analogue picture, often generated by opti-
cal sensors, to the smallest set of binary integers such that this
set of binary digits can be used to reconstruct a replica of the
original image. Such a conversion involves removal of re-
dundancy which may arise either by correlation in the data1
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or by nonuniform probability density2 of the image data.
These two types of redundancies may be removed by differen-
tial pulse-code modulation (DPCM) and entropy coding tech-
niques, respectively.

In this letter a hybrid differential pulse-code modulation
system (HDPCM) is introduced (Fig. 1) which employs a non-
linear fuzzy transformation T(d)3 (hence the name 'hybrid' is
given) on the difference signal before its quantisation. For
most pictures the probability density of the difference signal is
peaked about zero; the transformation T(d) is chosen so that
the differential signal will be more highly peaked about zero.

channel

Hybrid DPCM: The system of Fig. 1 consists of a first-order
predictor given by:1

[J597T1
predictor L

Fig. 1 Proposed hybrid system (HDPCM)

This results in a signal with smaller variance which can be
transmitted at a lower rate for a given distortion.

The forward and inverse transformations, and the 32-level
quantiser are included in the loop in order to use the same
predictor at the transmitter and the receiver and also to avoid
instability.1 A Huffman coder is used to encode the quantised
difference signal. The effectiveness of this variable bit system is
demonstrated on pictures (Figs. 2 and 3) of a man and a
telephone box (128 x 128, quantised to 8 bits per pixel), re-
spectively. The different processed versions of the images are
presented along with their mean square errors (MSE).

1159 Kit
Fig. 2 Original man picture

(1)

(2)

(i) Predictor exclusing quantiser and T(d():

x,- = xi_1 +(1 - p)m

di = x{ - x,.

where

/ = 1, 2 ... (M x N) for an (M x N) image array xmn

x, = predicted value of x,

dt = difference signal

p = correlation between adjacent pixels intensity

m = mean grey level of the image

(ii) Transform blocks T(dt) and T~l(dq):

This block processes the DPCM signal in the fuzzy domain
which consists of the following three operations:

(a) transformation from spatial d-domain to fuzzy p-domain
(0 < p < 1) using the standard S function3

Pi = G(di) = 2( | dt | ldmax)\ d, (3a)

dmaj2 is the crossover point at which p{ = 0-5.

(b) enhancing the contrast in the p-domain using the fuzzy
intensification operator4

Pi = A(Pi) = 2(p,.)2, 0 < Pi < 0-5

= Pi, 0-5 < p, < 1

(4a)

(4b)

which decreases the values of p,- which are below 0-5 and
leaves the rest unchanged. The degree of enhancement can
further be increased by making successive use of this A-
operator.

(c) inverse transformation rf, = G~l(pi) in order to obtain the
enhanced spatial domain d{ from the intensified fuzzy p-values.

The block T~l(dq) consists of (a) and (b) above in reverse
order.

A uniform 32-level quantiser was used which assumes the
signal has a Laplacian distribution. Finally, an entropy code
(Huffman code) is used which is very suitable for such a highly
peaked distribution.

-with T(d)
block transformation

standard DPCM
system

10

1159 /jl ' .

Fig. 3 Original telephone box

28 1U 20 16 12 8 U 0 U 8 12 16 20 24 28 32
difference signal d, [I59M|

Fig. 4 Histogram of difference signal with and without transformation
T(d)
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Implementation and results: The designed system (Fig. 1) was
simulated on a digital computer CDC 6400 for two digitised
pictures as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The graph in Fig. 4 gives
the histogram of the difference signal dt before and after trans-
formation for the 'man' picture. From the graph it is seen that
after transformation the range of the difference signal becomes
much smaller and more highly peaked, and according to en-
tropy theory this can be coded more efficiently by a Huffman
coder.2

Fig. 5

a Coded to 2-5 bits per pixel, with MSE = 7-6 x 10"3

b Coded to 31 bits per pixel, with MSE = 1-7 x 10~3

. asm*
Fig. 6

a Box picture coded to 2-5 bits per pixel, with M S E = 7-3 x 10~ 2

b Box picture coded to 3 1 bits per pixel, with M S E = 3 - 6 x l O ~ 3

Figs. 5a and b show the 'man' picture with and without the
transformation (block T(d) of Fig. 1) coded to 2-5 bits per
pixel and 31 bits per pixel, respectively. Figs. 6a and b
demonstrate the coded 'telephone box' under the same pro-
cessing condition. The corresponding mean-square errors of
the processed images are also given. From the above results it
appears that the use of a T(d) block can easily save about 0-5
bit with an insignificant degradation over the standard
DPCM system.
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WAVE-THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF
SIGNAL PROPAGATION ON FET
ELECTRODES

Indexing terms: Microwave devices and components, MES-
FETs, Slow-wave phenomena, Waveguide losses

A wave-theoretical analysis of MESFET electrode structures
is undertaken, incorporating losses of both the semicon-
ducting layer and the finite conductivity of the electrodes. It
is shown that the relevant microwave FET mode has slow-
wave properties with a slowing factor of about 6.

Introduction: Several authors1"3 have analysed the problem of
wave propagation along the electrode dimension transverse to
electron drift only by a TEM approximation, which is usually
questionable since we have a layered structure. A wave-
theoretical analysis of a related problem was recently pu-
blished by Itoh and his coworkers,4'5 where, however, no
relevance to the structure of a FET exists. Therefore the pre-
sent theoretical results are given here. They are based on a
full-wave analysis of the FET structure neglecting active
behaviour effects.

The developments of microwave power FETs require, for
high output powers with their critical heat-conductance pro-
blems, structures of dimensions which are no longer small in
comparison to a wavelength. One of the important outstan-
ding theoretical problems in this field is, however, a know-
ledge of the wavelength on FET structures. Additionally there
is a substantial interest in the value of the signal attenuation
during propagation along the electrodes, and the origins of
this attenuation.

5|-inn 1pm 1pm 1pm

depletion layer n-doped
GaAs

semi-insulating GaAs

02pm

30pm

k = i

', k-oo ;

dR

(5)
(A)

\ \^3)^\

0)

.. W7 -—-

' k-co :
(7)

(3)

\ (2)

T
;i000um

30pm

1
1

Fig. 1 Field-effect transistor and its model
b = 30 /im

W7 = 5 !

= 1
aA = 0 1

£,! = er5 = er6 = er7 = 1
8r2 = £r3 ~ 6r4 = £r8 ~ Hm9

K = 0 except for region (3)
/i = /i0 in all regions
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